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Abstract: This work looks for an understanding of intercultural studies
and intercultural communication from a genealogical and critical perspective. It seems they could belong to a functional emerging practice
and a discourse for socio-political and economical objectives related to the
conflict solving regarding ethnic reclaim and migratory processes. This
work is divided into four parts: (1) Beginning of the intercultural studies
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and intercultural communication as ideology and control; (2) The eﬀorts
to develop the intercultural studies and la “intercultural communication”; (3) Consolidation of the paradigm of civilization and barbarism;
(4) The media studies and their logic of inclusion and exclusion of ethnicity. To conclude, intercultural studies and communication constitutes a
discourse and a functional and instrumentalized practice for the “resolution” of certain sociopolitical and economical conflicts, after the reivindicative and migratory processes.
Keywords: ideology; control; exclusion; intercultural studies; intercultural communication.

Introduction
In this work, there is an intention to understand intercultural studies and intercultural communication as a discourse and a functional practice for economical
and sociopolitical targets. Likewise, the understanding as an attempt to epistemological, methodological and praxeological location of the object, as long as the discourse in determined social, political and ideological contexts. In this way, there
will be an explanation of intercultural studies and intercultural communication
from a critical and genealogical perspective.
In those hypothesis, it is argued that intercultural studies and intercultural
communication come up as a tool to resolve certain sociopolitical and economical
conflicts in the State-nations that are historically represented by etno-reivindicative and migratory processes along with the resulting coexistence of ethnic groups
and immigrants, and the military intervention in diﬀerent cultural sceneries during the global geopolitical realignment, especially from the World War II.
This work is based on four main parts. The first part deals with a genealogical and critical revision of intercultural studies and intercultural communication,
understanding it as an ideology and control form. The second part deals with the
idea of revision of the corresponding development and strengthening of those
studies since the contributions of some theories and disciplines (linguistics, discourse, among others). The third part focuses on the inclusion/exclusion ethnic
community case in some dichotomies such as urban/rural and modern/premodern. The last part also focuses on ethnic communities where there is a brief revision
of their incorporation on the media centrist logic of the media social discourse. In
all of the cases, there is an interest to deal with the comprehension/incomprehension relationship from the other as an individual using the full exercise of his/her
subjectivity.
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Beginning of the intercultural studies and intercultural communication
as ideology and control
There are many definitions of intercultural communication. But there is one definition set up by Stella Ting-Toomey that is especially interesting. Ting-Toomey
(1999) established that the elements of intercultural communication are: two
people (or two groups) of diﬀerent cultures (with the definition of “culture” being quite broad) in interaction who negotiate common meaning. Although, this
is a good example of what we should understand by intercultural communication, this is quite probably that the anthropologist Edward Hall (1959) is the first
author who mentioned the intercultural Communicationconcept, whose notion
was strongly consolidated in the ‘60s, particularly in ethnic minorities and afroascendant reivindications and demands and for the military conflict in Vietnam.
Nevertheless, the notion of interculturality can be early found in Georg Simmel’s works (1908) and his notion of “stranger”, whose work would have had
an impact in the following works of the American philosopher Robert Ezra Park
(1913). Park developed the concept of “marginal man” to refer to a person who
is located in the limits or margins of two diﬀerent cultural worlds, and who is
not a member of none of them. For Park, whose work is focused on the racial assimilation, in particular the Afro-American case, the relationship between communication and culture is due to the culture is integrated for all of which is communicated. Communication makes possible the consensus and understanding
among individuals who form the social group. Therefore, communication generates integrative conditions among diﬀerent social elements, such as costumes, expectations, and others. In conclusion, according to Park, communication allows
the functioning of society. By considering María Rosa Berganza’s work (2000), we
could say that Park and Simmel pointed out that the function of communication is
keeping the unity and integrity of the cultural group according to two dimensions:
time and space.
Park employed categories such as “social distance” and “acculturation” in
his analyses, by understanding the first one as a “mind and culture’s interpenetration” (1933). The author holds that the level of intimacy in our personal relationships calculates the influence that everyone has over the other (1914). In this
context, and following the notion of “stranger” taken from Simmel (1971), as we
can see it from Sartori nowadays, Park formulates the concept of “marginal man”
which refers to the one who lives between two worlds, as a stranger (Park, 1928a),
considering the “inter-racial” marriages or to the people with “mixed blood” who
belong to two “races” (mulatto). The marginal man is a man in a permanent cultural conflict because he/she lives in two diﬀerent societies and he/she cannot accept it completely.
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Later, Walter Wilcox (1929) and Julius Isaac (1947) incorporated the migratory
phenomenon to an international level and its economical implications. Leopold
Von Wiese and Howard Becker (1932) used the notion of “sacred stranger” in a
“secular society” to refer marginality regarding to ethnicity and the relationship
with the contrast countryside-city.
Lasswell (1936) was not so distant from the language of the era when he wrote
“There are other cultures (‘primitive’ cultures) which take none of these things
for granted. But the Western European pattern now holds most of mankind in its
clutches” (Lasswell, 1936; 454). Although, he expresses so careful with the use of
this description.
On the other hand, in specifically geographical contexts, Meyer Fortes (1956)
carried out a work on the topic of demographic urbanization and distribution in
Africa, and Rudolph Stavenhagen (1970) introduced the concepts of “ladinized
indian” as an analogy of “marginal man” from Park. Milton Gordon (1964) also
used the notion of marginality and “marginal man” to explain the conditions of
the immigrant ethnic groups, especially afro-ascendants in his relationship with
the Anglo-ascendant dominant majority. Another important contribution was
carried out by Robert Redfield (1947) from the anthropology when he introduced
the opposition “folk society” and “urban society”, by arguing that rural society is
inevitably absorbed by the urban society. We think that it is not appropriate an
opposition between urban and rural, considering that physical spaces have clear,
defined and permanent borders, much less to confine Indian to rurality, to prove,
then, that urban is modern.
By considering an interpretation from the political economy, Henri Favre
(1971) reduced the conditions of indigenous and ethnic to explain the imperialist
hegemony. Favre was supported by his empirical knowledge about Mayan’s situation Tzotzil and Tzeltal from Chiapas, arguing that we have to consider Indians
as heirs of an idealized history (pre-colonial) and he underlines the necessity of
understanding the ethnic processes as part of a permanent regression and ruralization. Indeed, we can’t have an unhistorical and crystallized vision of indigenous.
But, Favre is not right when thinking that it is only possible a class movement and
not an ethnic movement, or that he last one can be assimilated to the first one. This
mistake is extensive and intensive on Marxist thought, and much more recurrent
on Neomarxist thought. It does not mean that we are not recognizing working
class fight that underlies the current struggles.
Intercultural studies and “intercultural communication” as a study field, ethnic
as an object of study and indigenous and immigrant as subjects, they all emerge
from the sociopolitical, economical and traumatic experiences: migrations on a
large scale, political-social demands and reivindications. The political solution to
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this “invented conflict”, considering public discourse, is evident: to socio-politically invisibilize and mediatically reveal diﬀerences and to “castrate” the conflict.
In this sense, indigenism and indianism are also a way of invisibilization of the
subject.
Up to here, in this epistemological analysis about the construction of ethnics
in the theoretical and methodological discourse, we are allowed to observe some
fundamental features in the configuration of ethnics as an object of study of the
intercultural studies and “intercultural communication”.
1. An approach to intercultural phenomenon as experiences of interpersonal and international “conflict” toward indigenous and immigrants’
reivindications and demands.
2. Constant reproduction in the logic of conflict-as-negative: the called indigenous “conflict” produced by the growing demands of territorial,
cultural, linguistics, and educative demands and reivindications, and the
“conflict” caused by the migratory phenomenon in Europe.
3. The arrival of the intercultural studies and intercultural communication
as a part of a discourse that, theoretically and methodological, is part of
an economical and political discourse (where ethnic is, at the same time,
studied and invisibilized; reduced to a proletarian-farmer-social issue or
to an urban-modern issue versus rural-premodern). This discourse is reinforced by a positioning of the public “massmediatic” discourse studies, in which ethnic is revealed, as we will see later, through a treatment
which is more focused on the media than in the ethnic, as an object of
study.
4. An understanding of the intercultural phenomenon as “conflict” related
to the state-.nation crisis and, therefore, presented as “problems” to be
solved. In this case, we will not just see “state reasons”, regarding indigenous demands and reivindications or migratory phenomenon, but an
ideological lecture of the “conflict” as unavoidably negative which is necessary to overcome. From here on, conflict and development cannot coexist and logic will be: if we want to reach development, we must eliminate
the obstacles that mean these conflicts and, as a consequence, the obstacle
of ethnic that causes it.
5. A constant understanding of indigenous from diﬀerent epistemological,
methodological and praxeological fields: marginality theory, Marxist theory, culturalist theory, theory of dependency, discourse theory, general
systems theory, symbolic interactionism general theory, to mention just
the outstanding influences.
As we will see now, this work on intercultural studies and intercultural communication are presented from the research in interpersonal communication. In7

deed, Hall (1977) developed two main ideas for further researches: communication style on collective cultures, “high context”; and the communication style on
individualist cultures, “low context”. We have to consider that communication
process is essentially part of the culture in which it takes place. It means that all
the symbols and codes that are the supporters of the interpersonal communication
process are located in cultures. The meaning that they convey is dependent of the
shared cultural understanding (Hill, Watson, et al., 2007).
It can be observed that reliance of the interpersonal communication studies in
the common use of what is made on researches up to now of the term “cross-cultural communication”, which is used to compare specific interpersonal variables,
such as conversational distance, or conflict-solving styles in the crossing of two
or more diﬀerent cultures: “Although her original theory reflects a cross- cultural
approach to communication, subsequent versions also suggest ways of bridging
cultural diﬀerences” (Griﬃn, 2000:392).
It is also important to remember the huge influence that Mass Communication
Research will have in the communication studies. Regarding that, it could be relevant the reflection suggested by Halloran (1978: 3) in the report for the UNESCO,
which states that “mass communication research had developed as a response to
the requirements of modern, industrial, urban society for empirical, quantitative,
policy-related information about its operations”.According to this genuine defense
that Halloran states in favor of the Mass Communication Research, especially for
the comprehension of his proposals and the inappropriate applicationsin other
contexts, it is precisely the basis which explains its instrumental nature:emerging
the answer to a particular kind of society, which substitutes the values of modernity, industrialization and urban, while at the same time, it tends to reject everything which comes from a world thatis considered as pre-modern, non-developed
and rural.
The eﬀorts to develop the intercultural studies
and “intercultural communication”
Since the 80’s, and because of the emerging strengthening of communication as
an autonomous discipline within social sciences, it begins the construction process
of control (object of study and methodology) of intercultural studies and intercultural communication.
There is one author who was going to be relevant in this period collaborating
with diﬀerent contributions. William Gudykunst (1988a, 1988b) held the idea that
communication was a symbolic transactional activity which implied prediction
and reduction of uncertainty: it is communication among strangers the major uncertainty (like the “stranger” from Simmel). In this sense, intercultural studies and
“intercultural communication” would be part of the communication with stran8

gers from diﬀerent national cultures where should be taking into account the cultural eﬀects of their behaviors (Asunción-Lande, 1986). It is from now the contributions of Nobleza Asunción-Lande (1986) who held an approach to compilatory
intercultural studies and “intercultural communication” which is not free of phraseological wishes. Indeed, the author developed a section on intercultural practice
which presents some methods to get intercultural skills (1986: 189), with emphasis
to an experimental learning (1986: 190), which finishes with a set of simulation
games (1986: 191). This contribution has an excessive practical orientation where:
“intercultural communication can help to create an atmosphere that promotes
cooperation and understanding among diﬀerent cultures [although] intercultural communication knowledge cannot be considered by itself as enough
to solve communication problems coming up [in short] intercultural communication is a subject oriented to practice [and] the ability in intercultural
communication can be applied to company administration, development of
work, consultancy, law, journalism, army, student board, social work and
teaching” (Asunción-Lande, 1986: 179-181).
In this way, the author proves intercultural studies and “intercultural communication” as a study field based on their practical orientations. Nevertheless,
her work describes clearly the state of this study field until the 80’s, arguing their
objectives in order to provide a definition from the interdisciplinary which this
study field covers by rightly criticizing that this range of approaches become confusing. Asunción-Lande came up with a discussion that is so accurate expressing
that those studies emphasizes cultural aspects instead of emphasizing in the intercultural contacting communication aspects (1986). This is a quite interesting reflection because, in spite of both attempts, they do not suitably articulate each other.
Eileen Mcentee (1998) presents intercultural studies and “intercultural communication” highlighting the importance of cultural diversity, especially when
we talk about internationalism, globalization and “intercultural communication”.
Mcentee (1998) points out that “intercultural communication” refers to the “process of human communication when it is happening between individuals and
groups that have experienced diﬀerent cultural experiences. Culture needs intercommunication to become strong and developed. The author suggests that communicating through cultures involves not only integration of cultures in a major
system, but also involves the preservation of cultures by which communication
happens. The critical question is: Is it communication designed to make all the
cultures be resembled or is it designed to preserve its variety? In this context, the
author states the following: “1º Every culture has dignity and values that must be
respected and preserved; 2º People have the right and responsibility to develop
their culture; 3º Because of its rich variety and diversity, and because of its mutual
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influences that puts one over the others, all the cultures are part of the common
legacy that belongs to all humanity2”.
It seems that Mcentee (1998) wish that every culture would be given the possibility of conserving and/or modifying its patterns without imposition, but valuing
diversity by itself and enjoying the cultural diﬀerences without feeling threatened
for them.
On the other hand, Liliana Tamagno (2001) worked in the problems of ethnic
identity as a social construction by attempting to break the dichotomist vision that
interprets it as a concept that is abnegator and conservator by itself. Therefore,
in a previous article (1984), specifically, in a theoretical revision of the concepts
“identity”, the author go deep in the problematization of ethnic identity by understanding it as a phenomenon of a huge social dimension and as a complex process
as historical as social, involved to social structure in its powerful ability to make
decisions expressing in a contradictory way the relations of “domination/subordination” based on its dependency on the top of society by itself. With what is in
agreement with the processes that allow us to understand dynamics of interethnic
asymmetric relationships in terms of cultural control pointed out by Guillermo
Bonfil (1986). In this context, Alejandro Grimson (2000) developed a very critical
and praxeological argument that deals with two fundamental characteristics of the
cultural processes, to know, historicity and power: culture is historic and none society can understand it without attending to its historicity, and its transformations
and current sociocultural conflicts are part of the power and interest disputes that
are sentimentally and imaginatively articulated, which are the result of the social
relations located and constituted historically (2000: 24, 25 y 129).
Indeed, critics that are proposed in this work are focused on the excessive emphasize on one area to another: cultural preponderancy in the sociological and anthropological studies (rural/urban; modern/pre-modern; stranger, marginal man,
working class fight, and others), and then, preponderancy from communication
(interpersonal communication, communicative skills, eﬀective communication,
and others).
On his behalf, Ting-Toomey (1988) focused on Hall’s proposal, in the way of
constructing an approach to the conflict from the conflictivist and individualist
orientation to each culture. William Gudykunst (1988b) used a comparative approach similar to Ting-Toomey’s (1988) for the diﬀerentiation of accommodation
cultural theory. This author focused primarily on intercultural encounters. “What
happens when a stranger tries to communicate eﬀectively within a diﬀerent culture?” (Griﬃn, 2000: 392).
2 The data was taken from the Declaration of Principles of the International Cooperation in
Cultural matters. ONU 1966, in Harms, 1973: 134.
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According to Gallois, Giles, Jones, Cargile and Ota (1995), we can establish a
theoretical and methodological itinerary of discourse analysis (especially conversational, which is strongly developed in the United States) and the symbolic interactionism; and in a lesser grade, cultural studies. In this moment, we can state the
following general considerations:
In general terms, it deals with theories that are empirically applied through
linguistics, conversational and discursive analyses.
It is mainly about theories that are supported by group and interpersonal situations.
It is about theories in which culture is understood as a relatively permanent
structure.
In this way, configuration of the object of study that is typically for intercultural phenomenon in the communication field, there will be from interpersonal communication and international communication. For instance, the extensive use that
Gudykunst (1995) carried out in the area of the intercultural communication of the
“Uncertainty Reduction Theory”, which belongs to the interpersonal communication field developed by Berger and Calabrese (1975); or the use that is also made
from the interpersonal communication, it is the case of the “Expectancy Violations
Theory” developed by Burgoon (1978); and the “Communication Accommodation
Theory” that came up from the necessity for sophisticated theories of intercultural
communication when it became increasingly important (Gallois, Giles, et al., 1995).
The “Expectancy Violations Theory” or EVT looks at how individuals react to the
communication of others. Either communication is reinforced in a positive manner
(smiling, agreeing, eye contact, etc) or in a negative manner (frowning, creating a
physical distance, etc.). We learnt what we consider to be appropriate through our
interactions with others and our culture (Burgoon, 1993). In the case of the “Uncertainty Reduction Theory” or URT, it is defined as the initial interactions between
strangers that are characterized by information seeking in order to reduce uncertainty. This uncertainty is reduced as levels of self-disclosure, non-verbal warmth,
and similarity increase (Berger & Calabrese, 1975). Finally, we have the case of
the “Communication Accommodation Theory” or CAT, which contributes to the
understanding of interactions by focusing attention on the language, non-verbal
behavior, and paralanguage used by interlocutors to realize moves of speech (convergence and divergence), that is, linguistic moves to decrease and increase communicative distance (Gallois, Giles, et al., 1995). The resulting construction of the
ethnic and indigenous will also be from those explicative models.
We can also consider scientific, formal and international knowledge that is currently recognized in the intercultural communication field. It is focused on the
United States because there are a few of current indexed publications (ISI) about
the subject: Journal of Communication, Human Communication Research y Com11

munication Theory published by the International Communication Association);
and the only specialized publication of Intercultural Communication Theory,
which still is not indexed. In this restricted Anglophone list, there are included
the contributions in the 80’s from Asunción-Lande that were mentioned above:
International and Intercultural Communication Annual (published by the National
Communication Association), International Journal of Intercultural Relations (officially published by the International Academy for Intercultural Research).
Consolidation of the paradigm of civilization versus barbarism
Ethnic as an object of study is a “discovery” from the 60’s in the anthropological and sociological field, especially in the United States , since a very specific situation: meanwhile indigenous were kept in rural zones and immigrants out of the
borders, they were considered “exotics” and even “remarkable”. But, when they
started to get into cities, they are seen as “the indigenous problem” or “immigration problems” that fortified the ideological lectures of urbanity as a liberating and
modern force of human and rurality as a negation of the previous values.
Indeed, when it is spoken in Latin America about “indigenous”, it is presented
as a problem or conflict while it is an obstacle of capitalist modernization or development of societies. According to this logic, indigenous, due to their demands and
territorial reivindications appear as the opposite of modernization because it is
precisely on land or territory that is being reivindicated (recovered/taken) where
it is intended to move forward to modernization. It is there where they are making drawings and buildings of hydro-electric plants, airports, etc. All of these, as it
will be reviewed afterwards, is kept prevailed in social discourses of the media. In
this way, ethnic, indigenous or immigrant will be confused with social constructions from new invented spaces in the city and urbanity as a frenetic opposition.
For that reason, and because of a temporary extrapolation, there will be translated
into other social representations as the Hobo, an American working class from the
XIX and XX centuries, characterized as an itinerant and eventual worker, or the
Gang. It is not intended as a critic of those images per se, but as a suggested suspicious that in such “constructions” from and for the city it covers up for ethnic, indigenous or immigrants, that come from rural spaces or, simply, from the outside
of the city they can be revealed or integrated to other social constructions. This can
be clearly seen in the rural/urban opposition of Robert Redfield (1947), where urban is heterogeneous, changing and secular – which are precious goods of modernity – and rural is conceived as homogeneous, stable and sacralized. In this way,
we can come to an agreement with the critics carried out by Redfield in the sense
of not considering rural as subsidiary of urban, but, on the contrary, to emancipate
its sense and planning its range.
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Simmel encourages the debate by proposing a more hybrid perspective of the
city, recognizing that it is not only a space of freedom, but also of alienation. In
this way, the city becomes sacralized pretending to lead the sacred sense of rurality to be covered of profanity, but in reality, it just gets a new way of sacralization. The city stops being an exclusive and exclusively liberating and modernizing
space. Ethnic (indigenous and immigrant) stops being a threat for freedom. But, it
will stay being an obstacle for modernization and, therefore, a referent of appealing of the social, political, economical and media discourse.
As a summary, there is a perception of the object (Ethnic) and subject (indigenous and immigrants) that has kept invisible and transparent in several theoretical
and methodological constructions: marginal man, urban/rural, media, discourse
and interaction, among others.
According to the previous information, it can be argued that, for instance, in
the particular case of migration of indigenous-mapuche communities from the
rural periphery to the urban centers in Chile, there is an approach from the intercultural perspective as a communicative fact immersed in a system of diﬀerence, power and social control relationships whose diﬀerence will be produced
by conflict and not the other way around (Grimson, 2000:34). And this migratory
and intra-regional phenomenon, from rural to urban, is not a recent and minor
phenomenon because, according to the estimates considered for the following
ten years, only three out of five persons will live in urban areas Bodei, 2000: 155).
Therefore, this requires overcoming the dichotomy and ideological vision of urban/rural, although, it serves to placing from other dichotomies. In this sense, it
is important to understand the diﬀerences in our societies -particularly in those
migratory stages- as diﬀerences-in-context and not as isolated diﬀerences or mere
punctual and resistance reactions: “we cannot assume a diﬀerent identity without
distinguishing it in context and, in the process of making this distinction, I am affirming the context [and itself] I cannot destroy a context without destroying at
the same time the identity of the particular subject that carries out destruction”
(Laclau, 2000:260).
For that reason, we must eﬀort to understand conflict and diﬀerence as foundational factors of our relation system and not as obstacle to such relations. Conflict
is, then, the basis of cultural development and dynamic, particularly in indigenous communities. By means of conflict, those communities have faced emerging spaces and from those conflicts emerge the diﬀerences. The conflict dynamic
can be also understood in the universal/particular and global/local relationship, in
the Laclau’s point of view: “Paradox can’t be resolved, but its no-resolution is the
same pre-condition of democracy. The solution to this paradox would imply that
a particular body would have been found, that would be the true body of univer13

sality. But, in this case, universality would have found its necessary location and
democracy will be impossible” (Laclau, 2000: 267 y 268).
Referring to what is specifically local; the objective is to self-produce the subjects-and/in-the-community to strengthening endogenous processes: recovering
collective memory, filling sense of nature, providing identifiers and referents of
belonging:
“Traditional societies dedicate a lot of time and energy to produce subjects
and the social organization which keep them united [...] Traditional societies
dedicate a lot of time to ceremonial and ritual activities that are modeling the
subjects in their mental and motor habits that locate them in the relationship
systems, in the village, in the fauna environment, flora, of the elements and
beings that settle their magical and religious internal worlds [...] They are not
productive activities in the common sense of the term [...] However, they are
productive activities in a diﬀerent way, but equally essential: produce human beings and sociability” (Warnier, 1999).
As a summary, it is intended to prepare individuals to facing permanent changing contexts. Although new economical globalization dynamics of culture are introduced to communities and, even, they transform them. They are a symbolic
production processes that guarantees survivals of such cultures where local ways
of life are removed and refill with “prototypes” that socially and spatially proceed
to completely diﬀerent places (Beck, 1999).
The consolidation of this paradigm is expressed, on one hand, in the diagnoses
and, on the other hand, in the political originated decisions, especially when the
entities such as the World Bank are the responsible of that. In a recent mention of
the World Bank, it can be read:
“Ethnicity can be a powerful tool in the creation of human and social capital, but, if politicized, ethnicity can destroy capital [citing to Bates , Rui et al.,
1998…] Ethnic diversity is dysfunctional when it generates conflict […] finds
that the likelihood of incidence of violent conflict, its escalation, persistence
and reemergence once ceased is greatest when there are two to three ethnic
groups in a society (as compared to high levels of ethnic diversity or ethnic
homogeneity) [citing to Collier, 1998]” (The World Bank Web, "Social Capital
and Ethnicity”).
It prevails, as we can see, the relationship among ethnicity, conflict and violence; ethnicity, politics and development crisis.
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The media studies and their logic of inclusion and exclusion of ethnicity
The studies that are made from ethnic groups are traditionally focused on the
representations that are delivered in the media social discourses, so that prevail
two epistemological and methodological bias: those that are frequently considered
as unhistorical representations It means that they are conceived as a bare discontinuous an punctual construction, and more centered in the media as a subject of
study than in the ethnic groups. Those are excuses for studying the media behavior as included in studies that are funded by media corporations, and also as wide
studies addressed to several audience. In both cases, there is a clear epistemological, symbolic and concrete disregard of ethnicity.
All of the previously mentioned is part of the researches on “mass media” as a
study object in which case the ethnic tends to invisibility. It is the particular case
of the studies on social construction of the “mapuche conflict” in Chile in the social media discourse, in both nacional and international. However, those studies
are focused on exogenous aspects, in two directions: they are social constructions
from the media and social constructions of non-mapuche.
Who are we talking about, then, in this comprehensive exercise? We think that
we understand the other communities in these analyses, but what we do is just
self-referring, and in this constant self-reference, we create two eﬀects: we unavoidably deform the “other” from “us”, and even if we understand the “others”, we
cannot avoid such deformation. When we do not talk about the “other”, we make a
logic self-reference, a separation as Barbara Kirshemblatt-Gimblett (1998) analyses
it, where reference produce temporary estrangement that is mostly presented as
unhistorical and/or spatial as if it were a study on a museum piece permanently
analyzed and assessed whose representative elements are chosen by the observers in an inventive exercise of what they observe. She focused on how people and
cultures at various points of encounter with the material world organize that world
for interaction, interpretation and presentation (Kirshemblatt-Gimblett, 1998).
We cannot indefinitely continue our searching on the social media discourse as
they are just relationships in mediations, foreign exotic discovery and self-referent
constructions. It is there the hegemonic power of the cultural media industry, but
it is not the study object of the intercultural studies and “intercultural communication”. We cannot know the other, if at all is possible, only by social media
discourses: neither media nor mediation but subjectivities, an emancipatory hermeneutic of the subject.
Finally, if we just follow the “game” that is produced by the media, we could
not see clearly that identity is definitely sustained by the conflict that generates
the non-similarity. And the current ways of constructing relationship system are
based on the homogenization and uniformization of our complex universe that
is one of the media global strategies. Here is the core of the discussion. Identity,
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then, is related to beliefs, ideologies, values, stereotypes, prejudices, codes, semantics, senses, referents, history (past), reivindications (which was initially a group)
and demands (which such a group considers to have lost due to the disadvantaged context where they are) (Del Valle, C., 2001, 2002a, 2002b, 2003a, 2003b,
2003c, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2005a, 2005b y 2009). We live in immigration societies
(among countries, regions, etc.) and the problem is not immigration by itself, but
the pictures that are circulating of it (Cohn-Bendit and Schmid, 1992).
Conclusions
As a conclusion of the genealogical and critical perspective about intercultural
studies and intercultural communication, it can be established some final considerations, they are:
The intercultural studies and “intercultural communication”, from a genealogical perspective, establish a functional and instrumentalized discourse and practice
to “resolve” the given sociopolitical and economical conflicts, after the reivindicative and migratory processes.
The intercultural studies and “intercultural communication” come up from other specific fields: interpersonal communication and international communication.
The phenomenon that sets up intercultural communication of the study object
constitutes a post-traumatic construction as a product of the reivindicative and
migratory processes.
From a communicative point of view, indigenous mapuche communities’ studies in Chile are mainly focused on representations of them in the social discourses,
especially in the media.
These studies are characterized by: (a) showed as unhistorical, and (b) constructing analysis more focused in the media than the indigenous communities.
Studies on mapuche indigenous community representations in Chile, carried
out by massmediatic and historioghaphic public discourses, are tended to show:
(a) an observer self-referencing by the observing subjects, (b) a dichotomy game:
rural/urban; sacred/profane; modern/premodern, (c) a discursive two-faced: negative presence and passive absence.
During the construction and reflection about city and urban, in opposition
to rurality, it arises an indigenous and ethnic representation as an invasion and
“problem” that, from the rural-non modernity, it infringes the city along with its
emancipator modernization. It arises, as previously pointed out, in the indigenous
and immigrant representations that acquire the appearance of the hobo (proletarian) and gangster in the cities.
Finally, in relation to “post-structuralists” extended proposals (Derrida,
Deleuze, Guattari, among others), this is a proposal that we are not intended to
develop in this time. However, we are allowed to propose a Question: Is it pos16

sible to think about a conflict and the etnocultural reivindications since the given
proposal? Well, these conflicts and reivindications necessarily and unavoidably
operate from identitary absolutist processes to establish an interlocution from this
extreme polarization. Indeed, it is not possible to understand the ethnic reivindications in Latin America apart from the identity radicalization where there is a
denial of indigenous and non-indigenous hybrid blending. Only in this way, it can
be a reivindication of territory identity owned by the Indigenous and non-indigenous people. A mestizo also would share such reivindications and the reivindicative discourse would tend to fade away. There are no reivindications and conflicts
if there is not a dichotomy game, without a binary space since the reivindicative
utopia takes place through a binary model as a necessity.
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